WCAP Questionnaire / 2022 Winter Olympic Games
Your Sport’s Olympic/Paralympic Qualification
1. Please describe the Olympic/Paralympic selection process for your sport. If the 2022 selection process
has not been announced for your sport, please describe how the 2018 selection was conducted. Include
the following:
a. How many U.S. athletes qualify for the Olympic/Paralympic Games in your event?
b. Is selection a single-day event, multi-day, or a compilation of an entire season?
c. Is selection based on World or National rankings?
d. When does selection usually start and when does it conclude (for selection process that lasts
longer than one day)?
e. Are there cutoff points (for instance, in some sports, you must be in the top X athletes by a certain
date to continue with selection)?
f. Does your sport use quota slots?
g. Are there international standards that an athlete must make to compete at the Olympic/Paralympic
Games?
h. Any other relevant information that assists in understanding the qualification system for your sport
or event.
Your Athletic Assessment
2. What are your current and/or best international/national rankings as it pertains to Olympic/Paralympic
qualification? (Do not include age-group rankings or non-elite rankings. If your sport does not include a
ranking, please estimate what your place at your latest U.S. Nationals or Olympic Trials would have been
given your current ability).
3. Self assessment
a. How would you describe yourself as an athlete/
b. Are you currently at an elite level?
c. What is your top level of potential (i.e. National Champion, Olympic/Paralympic Trials Qualifier,
Olympian/Paralympian, Olympic/Paralympic Medalist)?
4. Goals and Plans
a. What are your career athletic goals?
b. What are your goals for the 2022 quad?
c. What benchmarks are you using to evaluate your success?
5. Training Location
a. Where do you currently train for your sport/event?
b. Where would be the best location for you to train in your sport/event?
c. Who would be the best person to train/coach you in your sport/event?
6. Please write a statement about your chances of qualifying for the 2022 Olympics/Paralympics. Include
the following:
a. Why you believe that you can qualify, to include data and stats.
b. An estimate of your probability for qualification.
c. Any other pertinent information that will assist us in evaluating your ability.

PLEASE INCLUDE THE ABOVE WITH YOUR APPLICATION FOR SELECTION TO THE
WORLD CLASS ATHLETE PROGRAM.

